Abstract We demonstrate that alignment of a structured peptide or small protein solubilized in mixed phospholipid:detergent micelles or bicelles, when embedded in a compressed gel or liquid crystalline medium, can be altered by either changing the phospholipid aggregate shape, charge, or both together. For the hemagglutinin fusion peptide solubilized in bicelles, we show that bicelle shape and charge do not change its helical hairpin structure but impact its alignment relative to the alignment medium, both in charged compressed acrylamide gel and in liquid crystalline d(GpG). The method can be used to generate sets of residual dipolar couplings that correspond to orthogonal alignment tensors, and holds promise for highresolution structural refinement and dynamic mapping of membrane proteins.
Introduction
Residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) in biomolecules are particularly useful NMR parameters for the study of molecular structure and dynamics Bax 2003) . They can be observed by solution NMR when the molecules are aligned very weakly relative to the magnetic field. Such alignment can be induced by a variety of dilute lyotropic liquid crystalline suspensions, including bicelles (Tjandra and Bax 1997) and polyethylene glycol based bilayers (Ruckert and Otting 2000) , or by dissolving the protein in a liquid crystalline suspension of filamentous phages (Clore et al. 1998; Hansen et al. 1998 ). Alternatively, studying the protein in compressed hydrogels (Sass et al. 2000; Tycko et al. 2000) has proven to be a popular and robust method, also applicable to detergent-solubilized proteins. Alignment can also be obtained through paramagnetism of a protein, either by using a natural metal binding site (Tolman et al. 1995; Bertini et al. 2004) or by linking the protein to a metal-chelating tag (Wohnert et al. 2003; Su and Otting 2010) .
RDCs report on the time-averaged magnetic dipoledipole interactions, which depend on the averaged internuclear vector orientation in a laboratory frame. They are commonly used for refining biomolecular structures at improved resolution (Cornilescu et al. 1998; Ulmer et al. 2003; Bertini et al. 2009 ), for (cross-)validating the accuracy of a structure (Cornilescu et al. 1998; Clore and Garrett 1999) , and for mapping the amplitude and directions of motions that reorient bond vectors (Meiler et al. 2001; Bertini et al. 2004; Blackledge 2005; Tolman and Ruan 2006) .
In the case of a static protein model, a single RDC confines the orientation of its corresponding internuclear vector to the surfaces of two opposing cones. This orientational degeneracy can be partially lifted by measuring the RDC of the same internuclear vector under a condition where the protein is aligned in a different orientation with respect to the alignment medium (Ramirez and Bax 1998; Al-Hashimi et al. 2000) , or by measuring multiple RDCs within a fragment of known, fixed geometry, such as the peptide bond (Mueller et al. 2000; Zidek et al. 2003; Hus et al. 2008) .
Residual molecular alignment of a rigid molecule is described by a symmetric and traceless Saupe matrix (Saupe and Englert 1963; Losonczi et al. 1999; Bax et al. 2001) containing five independent elements, and up to five ''orthogonal'' alignment orientations potentially can be generated. With experimental RDCs for all five of these orthogonal alignments available, model-free information on the amplitude and direction of internal dynamics of the internuclear vector orientations can be obtained, provided the structure and dynamics are not impacted by the alignment process (Meiler et al. 2001; Briggman and Tolman 2003; Hus et al. 2003; Yao et al. 2008) . Measurements under as few as three orthogonal alignments suffice to resolve the orientational degeneracy for the static case (Ruan et al. 2008; Yao et al. 2008) . In practice, orthogonal alignments are rarely achieved, but any pair of linearly independent RDC measurements can be decomposed into two orthogonal sets, for which the normalized scalar product of the corresponding alignment tensors equals zero (Sass et al. 1999) . Linearly independent RDC datasets can be generated by changing the nature of the interaction between the biomolecule of interest and the alignment medium. This can be achieved by changing the chemical nature of the liquid crystal or hydrogel, either by ''electrostatic doping'' (Ramirez and Bax 1998; Shortle and Ackerman 2001; Meier et al. 2002) , or by combining data recorded in different liquid crystalline or otherwise ordered media (Sass et al. 1999; Peti et al. 2002) . Alternatively, the alignment orientation can be changed by modifying the size (Zhang et al. 2006) or surface charge distribution (Yao and Bax 2007) of the biomolecule of interest, by altering the site where a paramagnetic tag is attached to the protein (Rodriguez-Castaneda et al. 2006) , or by using different lanthanide ions chelated to the tag (Kamen et al. 2007) .
In this study, we demonstrate a simple method for changing the alignment of the small, highly lipophilic protein domain composed of the first 23 residues of the second subunit of influenza hemagglutinin, HAfp23 (Lorieau et al. 2010) , solubilized in small bicelles. Obtaining unique RDC datasets for membrane proteins is particularly challenging due to the paucity of liquid crystalline alignment media that are compatible with detergents and phospholipids. Detergents destructively interfere with most protein-compatible liquid crystalline suspensions, although two DNA-based media are less sensitive to this limitation. These include engineered DNA nanotubes (Douglas et al. 2007) , as well as suspensions of the dinucleotide d(GpG), which self-assembles to form long quadruplex columns (Lorieau et al. 2008) .
We demonstrate that the orientation of HAfp23 relative to the magnetic field can be changed, both in liquid crystalline d(GpG) and in axially stretched acrylamide gel (SAG), by simply altering the composition of the lipids in which the domain is embedded, i.e. by altering the charge distribution and/or shape of the protein:lipid aggregate. This approach is conceptually similar to previously reported methods which change a protein's electrostatic surface by mutating exposed charged residues (Yao and Bax 2007) or that alter the shape of a multi-helical nucleic acid oligomer by altering the length of one of its helical stems (Zhang et al. 2006) . However, our method only requires the production of a single protein preparation and instead changes the mixed micelle in which it is embedded.
Materials and methods
Sample preparation for NMR Isotopically uniformly enriched 2 H, 13 C, 15 N-or 13 C, 15 Nlabeled HAfp23 (GLFGAIAGFI EGGWTGMIDG WYGSGKKKKD) was expressed as a fusion protein, preceded by the Igg binding domain B1 of streptococcal protein G. It was cleaved using factor Xa protease, and purified as described previously (Lorieau et al. 2010) . The underlined sequence represents a polyionic ''host'' tail (Han and Tamm 2000) appended to aid in the preparation of the peptide sample. NMR samples contained 0.3-0.7 mM HAfp23 at pH 7.3 in 25 mM 2 H-Tris buffer (Cambridge Isotopes), 7 % 2 H 2 O, and a formulation of isotropic bicelles (Vold et al. 1997 ) at a total lipid plus detergent concentration of 7-13 % (w/w) for the SAG samples, and 3-6 % for d(GpG) aligned samples. See below for details on sample alignment preparation, and see Table 1 for the composition of each sample used in the analysis. The lower lipid concentration for the d(GpG) samples was needed to preserve the liquid crystalline phase.
Isotropic bicelles were prepared by mixing neutral 1,2-di-O-hexyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOHPC; Avanti Lipids), with 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC; Avanti Lipids) at a molar ratio, q = [DOHPC]/ [DMPC], of 0.33 ± 0.06, except for the medium-size bicelles, which had a q-ratio of 0.51. Charged lipids were added in powder form, without further purification, to NMR samples. 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-Lserine (DMPS; Avanti Lipids) or 1,2-dihexanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-L-serine (DHPS; Avanti Lipids) were used for negative charge doping, and 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-ethylphosphocholine (Et-DMPC; Avanti Lipids) was used for adding positive charge. Charged lipids were added in a *20-30 % molar ratio relative to the DMPC concentration for the myristoylated charged lipids, or relative to the DOHPC concentration for DHPS, adding DOHPC or DMPC as needed to maintain the q-ratio of the bicelles. The q-ratios and absolute concentrations of lipids in the various NMR samples were quantified from onedimensional 1 H and 31 P spectra by measuring the integrated intensity of the methyl and phosphate resonances.
Stretched acrylamide gel samples SAG samples were prepared for RDC measurement as described previously (Tycko et al. 2000; Meier et al. 2002; Lorieau et al. 2010) , using neutral acrylamide (AA, 4.37 % w/v), negatively charged 2-(acrylamido)-2-methyl-1-propanesulfonic acid (AMPS, 1.42 % w/v), and 0.12 % bis(acrylamide). The gel was cast in a cylindrical container of 5.4 mm diameter and then radially compressed to yield a final diameter of 4.2 mm inside the NMR sample tube (Chou et al. 2001) . Hydrogels were extensively dialyzed over multiple days, first in 50 ml of 25 mM Tris pH 7.4 buffer then in 50 ml of deionized water, before drying overnight at 37°C. Dried hydrogel pellets were soaked into the bicelle-solubilized HAfp23 solutions for 3-4 days before transferring to the NMR sample tube for measurement. Separate SAG samples were prepared for bicelles with charged long-chain lipids. However, the higher diffusion rate of short-chain lipids, even in the presence of bicelles (Chou et al. 2004) , made it possible to add a solution of detergent short-chain lipids directly to existing SAG NMR samples to produce a new alignment. These samples were given 3-4 days to equilibrate after addition of the concentrated (21 % w/v) short-chain lipid solution. This equilibration time was adequate for complete mixing as judged by the 31 P intensities of the sample and the protein RDCs, which did not change after more than a month of further equilibration. Alignment was also monitored by measuring the residual quadrupolar coupling (RQC) of the HDO deuterium signal. RQCs for SAG samples were between 0.8 and 1.2 Hz. NMR measurements were conducted at 32°C.
Liquid crystalline d(GpG) samples
The d(GpG) liquid crystalline medium was prepared as previously described (Lorieau et al. 2008 ). The sodium salt of d(GpG) (Rasayan Inc, Encinitas, CA) was added directly to the sample to yield a *15 mg/ml concentration, Table S1 to the HAfp23 structure with PDB accession code 2KXA (Lorieau et al. 2010) . They were then used to compute the appropriate 5-component representation of the alignment tensors shown here (Tolman 2002 ) J Biomol NMR (2013 containing also 60 mM KCl. In an effective alternative protocol, not used for the data reported here, the d(GpG) is prepared by first dialyzing it in 20 mM K 2 HPO 4 buffer at pH 7 using a 3.5 kDa molecular weight cutoff membrane, then lyophilizing it to a powder, prior to adding it to the sample. Dialysis lowers the total salt concentration by removing the lower-affinity sodium cation (Ghana et al. 1996) . The pH of the sample was verified after addition of the d(GpG). The concentration of d(GpG) was quantified by diluting the sample 1000-fold in 1 ml water and measuring the A 260 after allowing the diluted sample to equilibrate for *15-20 min, followed by vortexing. An extinction coefficient of 24.5 mg -1 Ácm -1 Áml was used. Alignment was monitored by measuring the RQC of the HDO deuterium signal. RQCs for d(GpG) samples were between 13 and 18 Hz. The NMR experiments for d(GpG)-aligned samples were conducted at 27°C.
Charged bicelle samples were prepared by adding charged lipids in dry powder form directly to d(GpG)-aligned neutral bicelle samples, followed by mixing in a thermomixer at 900 rpm and 37°C, and subsequent vigorous vortexing. (Kay et al. 1992) . The 1 H-15 N RDCs were measured with an in-phase/anti-phase HSQC experiment with a Rance-Kay detection scheme (IPAP-RK) (Yao et al. 2009 ). Spectra were processed and analyzed using NMRPipe and Sparky software (Delaglio et al. 1995; Goddard and Kneller 2008) .
Results
Bicelles are mixed bilayer-micelles composed of detergent and regular phospholipids, which self-assemble to form disc-shaped structures (Vold et al. 1997) . Phospholipids that have a natural propensity for forming membrane bilayers in aqueous solution constitute the planar center of the disc, to produce a nearly ideal membrane mimetic (Vold et al. 1997) , and the detergent partitions on the rim of the disc. Different detergents and phospholipids can be used to generate bicelles, with their molar ratio determining the size of the disc-shaped aggregate. As a starting point, we used bicelles composed of the detergent DOHPC, which is resistant to both acid-and base-catalyzed hydrolysis (Ottiger and Bax 1999) , and the long-chain phospholipid DMPC. At detergent:phospholipid molar ratios, q \ *0.7, bicelles are relatively small, with a mass ranging from ca 22 kDa for q = 0.15, to more than 80 kDa for q = 0.7, and diameters for the planar component of the bicelle ranging from \20 to more than 40 Å (Chou et al. 2004) . The shape of small bicelles resembles that of an oblate spheroid, which tumbles nearly isotropically (Cantor and Schimmel 1980) . The relatively small size of the bicelles results in rotational correlation times that are sufficiently short to produce high-resolution NMR spectra of membrane proteins embedded within them. This contrasts with liquid crystalline aligned bicelles, obtained when using q [ * 3, which adopt a 'swiss cheese'-like bilayer morphology . Molecules anchored in such strongly oriented bicelles become highly ordered relative to the magnetic field and require solid-state NMR technology to study them (Sanders and Schwonek 1992; De Angelis and Opella 2007) .
Small bicelles can be aligned very weakly relative to the magnetic field by embedding them in a stretched acrylamide hydrogel (Chou et al. 2002) or by using a detergentcompatible liquid crystalline suspension (Douglas et al. 2007; Lorieau et al. 2008) . We demonstrate that the orientation of the HAfp23-bicelle complex relative to the magnetic field can be altered by changing the charge of the bicelle lipids or detergent, both in liquid crystalline d(GpG) and in stretched acrylamide gel, doped with 2-acrylamido-2-methyl-1-propanesulfonic acid (AMPS) (Cierpicki and Bushweller 2004) .
As mentioned above, the size of the bicelle can be adjusted by changing the molar ratio, q, of long-chain lipids to the detergent (Vold and Prosser 1996) . The charge of a bicelle is easily changed by replacing a fraction (typically *20-30 %) of the detergent molecules by acidic or basic short-chain lipids, or by replacing a similar fraction of the DMPC component by charged long-chain phospholipids (Struppe et al. 2000) . For negative charge doping, we used DHPS, to substitute for neutral DOHPC, while negative and positive doping of the bilayer part of the bicelle was accomplished by substituting DMPS or Et-DMPC, respectively, for neutral DMPC. The association of the charged DMPS and DHPS lipids to the bicelle was confirmed by translational diffusion measurements (Supplementary Materials), with the DMPS remaining tightly associated at all measured lipid concentrations and the DHPS also significantly partitioning on the bicelles at total lipid concentrations (lipid plus detergent) above 5-7 % (w/w).
Five different bicelle-HAfp23 samples were prepared: four with q-ratios in the 0.33 ± 0.06 range, resulting in small bicelles, and one with a q-ratio of 0.51, yielding a medium-sized bicelle. The calculated diameter of the planar region of the bicelle (Vold and Prosser 1996) corresponds to ca 50 Å for q = 0.33 and ca 80 Å for q = 0.51. This compares with a bilayer thickness of ca 40 Å . Including the diameter of the hemi-toroidal ring surrounding the idealized bicelle, which adds 40 Å to its diameter, this corresponds to aspect ratios of *2.2 and *3 for the small and medium sized bicelles, respectively. However, translational and rotational diffusion rates (Chou et al. 2004; Lorieau et al. 2011) indicate that in practice the bicelles are substantially smaller than calculated for the idealized model, with presumably smaller aspect ratios.
For collecting orthogonal RDC datasets, it is prerequisite that the structure of the protein is not significantly impacted by the composition of the bicelles, a condition that is easily validated from its 1 H-15 N-HSQC spectrum, which is exquisitely sensitive to even very minor structural perturbations. As can be seen from the 1 H-15 N HSQC spectra recorded for HAfp23, the spectra recorded in the presence of the five different bicelle types perfectly superimpose (Fig. 1) . The line widths obtained for the four small-bicelle samples (q = *0.33) are very similar, confirming that the rotational tumbling times for these systems are comparable. The 1 H and 15 N line widths increase for HAfp23 in the larger bicelles (q = 0.51), as these bicelles have a rotational correlation time that is ca. 1.8 times greater than for the small bicelles (Lorieau et al. 2011) .
The Saupe tensor defines the linear relationship between RDCs and the directional cosines of the vectors between nuclei (Losonczi et al. 1999) .
where / q p represents the angle between internuclear vector p and axis q of the molecular coordinate frame; and S yy , S zz , S xy , S xz , and S yz are the five independent elements of the traceless, symmetric Saupe matrix that correlate the internuclear vector orientations to the corresponding observed dipolar coupling values, D 1,..,n . The alignment of each sample is defined by its own Saupe matrix elements (Table 1) . Diagonalization of the Saupe matrix yields the commonly used D a , and Rh parameters, defining the strength and rhombicity of the alignment (Bax 2003) .
The orthogonality between RDC datasets can be assessed by calculating the normalized scalar product of the corresponding Saupe matrices (Sass et al. 1999 ). The absolute value for the alignment tensor dot products of the different samples range in value from 0.74 to 0.997 ( Table 2 ), indicating that there are no two datasets that are mutually fully orthogonal. Indeed, the alignment tensors of the q = 0.51 neutral bicelles and the negatively charged (DMPS ? DHPS) smaller (q = 0.33) bicelles in SAG medium are nearly indistinguishable. No clear trends emerge in the physical properties that govern the orientation of the alignment frame for the different datasets, though contributions from both electrostatic and steric forces clearly play a significant role.
When dealing with more than two alignment tensors, a convenient and effective method for decomposing these N HSQC spectra of the HAfp23 peptide in isotropic bicelles (biPC) of different size and charge at pH 7. Shown are spectra for small bicelles (biPC, q = 0.33 ± 0.06) without net charge (black), bicelles with DMPS (blue), DMPS/DHPS (green), Et-DMPC (red), and medium-sized neutral bicelles (med biPC, q = 0.51, orange). Unlabeled cross peaks correspond to the SGKKKKD polyionic ''host'' tail (Han and Tamm 2000), used to aid in the sample preparation (Lorieau et al. 2010) . Spectra were collected in the absence of alignment media 
. . J Biomol NMR (2013) 55:369-377 373 into orthogonal sets relies on a singular value decomposition (SVD). SVD analysis of different alignment conditions has previously been carried out directly on the experimental RDCs to yield orthogonalized linear combinations (OLC) of RDC datasets without requiring a molecular structure (Ruan and Tolman 2005; Ruan et al. 2008) . However, while generating linearly independent RDC data is convenient and can be carried out in the absence of a reference structure, the corresponding Saupe matrices can deviate significantly from being orthogonal. In particular, for HAfp23 which contains a highly non-uniform distribution of its 15 N-1 H bond vectors, the orthogonalized linear combinations of RDCs correspond to Saupe matrices with normalized scalar products as large as 0.62, and even higher for the weakest OLCs (Table S11) .
Instead, we therefore carried out the SVD analysis directly on the alignment tensors (Table 1) (Tolman 2002) . The numerical coefficients are required to ensure invariance of dot products under rotations of the coordinate frame, the behavior exhibited by Cartesian alignment tensors in matrix form. Values of normalized dot products calculated using this representation match the previously introduced normalized scalar products (Sass et al. 1999) .
A new set of five orthogonal alignment tensors was generated from the Saupe matrices obtained for the different samples (Table 3) , after first normalizing the tensors of Table 1 to an alignment strength, D a , of 10 Hz. The normalization of the alignment tensors, which have fitted D a values that range in absolute value between 10 and 22 Hz, ensures that each RDC dataset contributes about equally to the final orthogonalized tensor set. The number of usable orthogonal tensors contained in the experimental RDC datasets then can be estimated by the number of orthogonalized tensors that have D a values far above the experimental RDC measurement error of ca 0.5 Hz. The results show that in SAG or d(GpG) medium, the decomposition yields only two orthogonal alignment tensors with amplitudes that are far above the measurement error (Fig. 2a, b) . However, when combining the RDCs measured in SAG and d(GpG) for the five different types of bicelles, three orthogonal alignment orientations have magnitudes that are well above the measurement error. Refinement of the originally deposited structure, with the three additional orthogonalized sets of RDCs used as input restraints, resulted in a structure that differed by 0.28 Å from the PDB structure (entry 2KXA), and interestingly showed a decrease in Q-factor from 31 to 21 % for the fourth orthogonal set of (very small) RDCs which were not used during refinement because of their considerably lower experimental precision. 
Concluding remarks
Our results demonstrate that sufficiently unique RDC datasets can be obtained for a peptide or protein embedded in a membrane-mimicking bicelle by simply varying its charge and shape. For the small HAfp23 domain, the close agreement between the additional independent RDC data and its previously determined structure simply confirmed the accuracy of these coordinates. For more complex structures, however, availability of multiple alignment tensors can resolve the orientational degeneracy between different fragments of the protein . We anticipate this will be particularly useful in systems that include both a transmembrane and cytosolic domain, where accurate determination of the relative orientation and dynamics of these components can remain challenging, even in the presence of a single set of RDC data. Addition of detergent to the protein and bicelle containing NMR sample is particularly simple, as the powder detergent can be added to the sample after a first set of RDCs has been measured, either by simple mixing for the d(GpG) sample, or by resoaking the gel in a small volume of detergent containing buffer. (Table 3) fit to the deposited coordinates (PDB entry 2KXA)
with Q-factors of 13, 26, 10, 31 and 94 %. A further structural refinement which includes the first three sets of reconstructed RDCs (using force constants that scale linearly with D a ) resulted in a structure with Q-factors of 4, 12 and 9 %, and a backbone heavy-atom RMSD of 0.28Å for residues 3-22 from PDB structure 2KXA. The fourth component, which was not used in the refinement, showed an improved Q-factor of 21 %. The Q-factor of the fifth orthogonalized set is completely dominated by experimental uncertainties in the RDC measurements J Biomol NMR (2013) 55:369-377 375
